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SIAMESENACEXLESAND lNDEZ?TEDFUSEI&E 

AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.80 TO 1.35 

By Sherwood Hoffman 

A model of a 60' delta-wing bomber with strut-mounted Sismese 
nacelles was designed, with the use of a symmetrical fuselage indenta- 
tion, to have a smooth average area distribution at a Mach number 
of 1.20. The nacelles were mounted on 70° sweptforwsrd pylons and had 
a fineness ratio of 8.9. The flight test covered a range of Mach num- 
ber from 0.80 to 1.35 and Reynolds number from about 10 x lo6 to 
20 x 106. Also tested were isolated nacelles, several equivalent 
bodies of revolution, and a symmetrical configuration with equivalent 
bodies replacing the nacelle-strut combination. 

The results show that the configuration drag rise was significantly 
higher than that from the equivalent-body tests and area-rule theory 
throughout the Mach number range. The comparisons make it evident that 
the equivalent-body concept, used in either theory or experiment, may 
not account for all the interference effects, especially local 
interference. 

Near a Mach number of 1.20, the drag rise of the configuration was 
equal to that of a similar bomber with staggered individual nacelles, 
which was designed for a Mach number of 1.00. The drag rise was some- 
what higher at transonic speeds. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the results of an application of the supersonic 
area rule (ref. 1) to the design of a 60' delta-wing bomber with strut- 
mounted Siamese nacelles. The nacelles were mounted below the wing on 
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70' sweptforward pylons. The area distribution of a parabolic body of 
fineness ratio 8 and a Mach number of 1.2.were chosen as-the design con- 
ditions. The fuselage tias indented symmetrically to cancel the average 
of the proJected areas at all angles of roll intercept&d by inclined 
Mach planes of the wing, nacelles, struts, and fins. It should be noted 
that the syxxnetrical fuselage indentation is not opt& for this case 
since the nacelles are mounted below the wing. According to reference 2, 
radial body contouring as well as axial body contouring would be required 
to minimize the pressure drag. Aspects of the area rule were investigated 
also by substituting equivalent bodies of revolution for the Siamese 
nacelle-strut combinatiohs and mounting them like large symmetrical stores 
on the wing, by computing the configuration pressure drag with the use of 
area-rule theory, and by tests of equivalent bodies for the configura- 
tion and isolated Siamese nacelles. Ln addition, small models of the 
Siamese nacelles and a single nacelle were tested to determine the inter- 
ference between the nacelles. 

The configurations were rocket--propelled vehicles tested through a 
range of Mach number from 0.80 to 1.35 and Reynolds numbers, based on 
wing mean aerodynamic chord, from 10 x 106 to 20 x 10 6 . 

SYMBOLS 

A 

a 

CD 

% 

cDf 

*CD 

%N 

63 

L 

2 

cross-sectional area, sq ft 

longitudinal acceleration, ft/sec2 

total drag coefficient, based on S, 

nacelle drag coefficient, based on SN L 

friction drag coefficient, based on S, or SN 

drag rise or pressure drag coefficient, based on S, 

drag rise or pressure drag coefficient, based on SN 

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 

length of fuselage, ft 

length-of nacelle, ft 
, 
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. M free-stream Mach number 

q free-stream dynsmic pressure, lb/sq ft 

R Reynolds number, based on wing mean aerodynamic chord 

total wing plan-form area, sq ft 

frontal area of single nacelle, sq ft 

W weight, lb 

X station measured from nacelle nose, ft 

X station measured from fuselage nose, ft 

3 

Y elevation sngle of flight path, deg 

fl roll angle, deg 

p=l/is-Y 

MODELS 

Details and dimensions of the models tested are given in figure 1 
and tables I to VIII. The cross-sectional area distributions and photo- 
graphs of the models are shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively. 

The wing-body configuration with the strut-mounted Siamese nacelles 
(model A) was designed to have a smooth average area distribution at Mach 
number 1.20 (fig. 2(b)). The 600 delta wing used had an aspect ratio of 
2.096, an NACA 65~004 airfoil section in the free-stream direction, loo 
forward sweep for the trailing edge, and was alined with the center line 
of the fuselage. The pointed wing tip was modified with a small radius. 
The quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord was located longi- 
tudinally at a station corresponding to the 60-percent station of the 
fuselage. The ratio of total wing plan-form area to fuselage frontal 
area was 31.2. 

Each nacelle had a design mass-flow ratio of 1.0, a sharp lip for 
the inlet and exit, a cylindrical duct, and an overall fineness ratio 
of 8.9. The nacelle length was 0.821. of the wing mean aerodynamic chord. 
The ratio of total nacelle frontal area to total wing plan-form area was 
about 0.0225. There was no incidence between the nacelle, wing, and 
fuselage. 
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The pylons had 70° of sweepforward from the wing leading edge 
at the 0.4-$-semispan station, an NACA 63AOO6 airfoil section in the 
stream direction, no taper, and a chord length equal to 0.535 of the 
wing mean aerodynamic chord. No fillets were employed at any of the 
junctures of the components of the configuration. 

The configuration (model A) included two 60’ sweptback vertical 
stabilizing fins as shown in figure l(a). Geometrically similar fins 
were used on all the models tested. 

For the present design applicationJ the cross-sectional area dis- 
tribution of a parabolic body of revolution of fineness--ratio 8 (table V) 
was selected-for the desired average area distribution at Mach num- 
ber 1.20. The areas used for indenting this body were obtained from 
the average of the frontal projection of the exposed wing areas, 
nacelle areas, pylon areas, and fin areas cut by Mach planes at M = 1.20 
for all angles of roll. ($8) of the Mach planes with respect to the con- 
figuration. These average areas were--obtained by using Faget's rapid 
"method of hoops" (rev). The nacelle inlet-area was subtracted from 
the nacelle total cross-sectional-area to a-ilow for internai flow. The 
wing and fin areas which intercepted the fuselage axis downstream of 
the fuselage base were neglected. The fuselage fineness ratio after 
indenting was 10.067. 

Model B wasidentical to model A except for the nacelles and pylons. 
For this model (model B), each pair of nacelles and pylon was replaced 
by its Mach number 1.0 equivalent body of revolution and mounted symmet- 
rically about the wing (fig. l(c)). The normal crossG3ectional area of 
the equivalent body was adjusted to allow for the cross-sectional areas 
of the wing covered by the body. 

Model C was the Mach number 1.0 equivalent body OT revolution of 
models A and B. Model D corresponded to the average equivalent body 
for either-models A or-B at the design Mach number ofi.2. The area 
distributions of these bodies were altered to compensate for the addi- 
tional areas due to their stabilizing fins. 

Models E and F tiere-duplicatmodels of .one pair-of nacelles or 
Siamese nacelle, model G was the Mach number 1.0 equivalent body of 
revolution for the Siamese nacelle, and model H was a model of a single 
nacelle. Because of-the sharp lip at-the exit of the nacelles (models E, 
F, and H), it was necessary to kut off the rear 4.2-percent length of the 
nacelles to obtain sufficient bearing are-a for boosting (propelling the 
models from the helium gun). 
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TEST TECHNIQUE 

5 

All the models were tested at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft 
Research Station at Wallops Island, Va. The two wing-body nacelle con- 
figurations, models A and B, were boosted to supersonic speeds by fin- 
stabilized 6-inch ABL Deacon rocket motors. Model A and booster in 
launching position are shown in figure 3(j). After burnout of the booster 
rocket fuel, the higher drag-weight ratio of the booster, as compared with 
that of the model, allowed the model to separate longitudinally from the 
booster. The small models C, D, E, F, G, and H were propelled to super- 
sonic speeds from a helium gun which is described in reference 4. velocity 
and trajectory data were obtained from the CW Doppler velocimeter and the 
NACA modified ~~~-584 tracking radar unit, respectively. A survey of 
atmospheric conditions including winds aloft was made from an ascending 
balloon that was released at the time of each launching. 

DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS 
I 

The total drag coefficient of each modelwas determ3ned during 
era-t&g or coasting flight. For models A and B, CD was evaluated 
the expression 

decel- 
from 

CD = ---& [a+gsin7] 

where a was obtained by differentiating the velocity-time curve from 
Doppler radar. The values of q and 7 were obtained from the measure- 
ments of tangential velocity and atmospheric conditions along the trajec- 
tory of each model. The drag coefficients of the equivalent-body models 
(C and D) were determined in the same manner as for models A and B but 
were based on scaled-down Sw. SFmilarly, C$JN for the Siamese nacelle 
models (models E and F) and their equivalent body of revolution (model G) 
was based on the total frontal area 2SN of one Siamese nacelle arrange- 
ment. The drag coefficient of the single nacelle, model H, was based on 
its frontal area SN' 

The error in total drag coefficient, based on Sw, was estimated to 
be less than +_0.0007 at supersonic speeds and fo.001 at subsonic speeds. 
The Mach numbers were determined within fO.O1 throughout the test range. 

The drag-rise &efficient, or experimental pressure drag coefficient, 
was obtained by subtracting an estimated friction drag CDf and, when 
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required, the nacelle internal pressure drag from the total drag at corre- c 
sponding Mach numbers. The friction-drag variation through the Mach num- 
ber range was determined by adjusting the subsonic drag level of each model 
for Reynolds number effect with use of the equations of Van Driest (ref. 5). c 
For the variations of skin friction with Reynolds number, it was assumed 
that the boundary layer over the fuselage, bodies, and nacelles was alto- 
gether turbulent and that transition was at the 30-percent- and 50-percent- 
chord stations of the smoothm.etal delta wings and fins, respectively. 

The nacelle internal pressure drag was estimated by computing the * 
momentum loss for the entering stream tube with the assumption of a nor- 
mal shock at the inlet and a mass-flow ratio of 1.0. No adjustments were 
made for the base-drag rise of any of the models. References 6 and-7 
indicate that; for afterbodies similar to-those used herein, the base drag 
rise is small and of the order of accuracy of the drag measurements. 

The theoretical pressure drags were computed for the two wing-body- 
nacelle configurations, models A and B, by using the supe.rsonic area rule 
of reference-l. The computational procedure is described in references 8 
and 9. For model A, which was unsymmetrical in that the Siamese nacelles _ 
were.mounted below the wing, it-was necessary to determine the longitu- 
dinal distributi,on of the frontal projection of oblique areas cut by 
inclined Mach pianes between roll angles-of Oo and.1800. The- area dis- . 
tributions obtained corresponded to values of J3 cos # equal to 0, 
ko.250, m.500, kO.750, and k1.118. Model B was symmetrical and only the 
areas between 0' and 90° of roll (positive values of j3 COB @) had to be 
considered. 

Since the fuselage-was fairly slender (fineness ratio 10.067), it 
was possible to simplify the calculations by using the normal area dis- 
tribution of the fuselage in combination with the oblique area distribu- 
tions of the wing, struts, and nacelles. As another simplification, the 
area distributions of the thin sweptback fins were neglected. Also, it 
has been assumed for the calculations that a cylinder can be added at-the 
base of the body without altering the drag. If this assumption were not 
made, the solution would require the flow to fill the area behind the 
base- and would exceed the limitations of the linearized theory. All the 
area distributions and their slopes were obtained graphically. (See 
ref. 10.) 

The Fourier sine series used for calculating the pressure drag were 
evaluated for 66 harmontcs and plots of these series indicated that they 
were convergent. 
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. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The rocket-propelled models, A and B, were tested through a range 
of Mach number from 0.80 to about 1.35 with corresponding Reynolds num- 
ber from about 10 x 106 to 20 x 106. The small models (C to H), which 
were propelled from the helium gun, covered a Mach number range from 
about 0.8 to 1.3 with corresponding Reynolds numbers from approximately 
4 x 106 to 7 x 106. The Reynolds numbers are presented in figure 4 and 
are based on wing mean aerodynamic chord adjusted for model scale. 

Total Drag 

The basic drag data for the models are presented in figures 5 and 6. 
The solid curves are fairings through the measured total drag coefficients. 
The dashed curves marked CDf show the variations of friction drag coef- 
ficient (including subsonic interference) through the Msch number and 
Reynolds number ranges of the tests. All the models were flight tested 
at zero-lift or near zero-lift conditions. ModelA, whichwas unsymme- 
trical, was ballasted to give a static margin approximately equal to one 
mean aerodynamic chord length. This condition resulted in very low trim 
lift coefficients for which the induced drag is negligible (see, for 
example, ref. Xl.). 

The nacelle external drag coefficient for @.els E, F, and H, as 
shown in figure 6, were determined by subtracting the computed internal 
drag coefficient and the drag of the stabilizing fins (ref. 7) from the 
total drag coefficient. The external drag coefficient shown for the 
Siamese nacelles is the average external drag of models E and F. The 
single nacelle, model H, was lost by the Doppler radar during the test 
and data were obtained only between Mach numbers of 1.16 and 1.31. 

Figure 7 presents a comparison of the total drag coefficients of 
the wing-body-nacelle configurations and the external drag coefficients 
(based on SW) of two pairs of Siamese nacelles and four single nacelles. 
The drag coefficient of model A is appreciably higher than that of 
model B throughout the test range. The difference in CD between models A 
andBat M= 0.8 is due largely to the difference in skin friction for 
the configurations. At M = 1.35, the configuration with the strut-mounted 
nacelles had about 40 percent more drag than the configuration with the 
equivalent nacelle installation. 

The drag of two Siamese nacelles at high subsonic speeds is approx- 
imately equal to 40 percent of the configuration drag. Although the 
isolated nacelle models were smaller than those used on model A, their 
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values of drag coefficient are as valid as those for the larger nacelles. 
The difference in friction drag coefficient due to the difference in test 
Reynolds number is less than the accuracy of measurements. The increment 
in CD between model A and the Siamese nacelles near M = 0.9 is of the 
order of magnitude of CD for similar 60' delta-wing configurations with- 
out nacelles in reference 7. 

Figure 7 also shows that the isolated Siamese nacelles had nearly 
50 percent more drag than the corresponding number of single nacelles near 
Mach number 1.2. Since the friction drag and internal drag coefficients 
are the same for the nacelle models, this difference is due to unfavor- 
able pressure interference between the nacelles of the Siamese nacelle-- 
arrangement. 

Pressure Drag 

A comparison of the values of drag rise for the two configurations, 
their equivalent bodies of revolution, and the theoretical pressure drag 
is presented in figure 8. Only one theoretical CWLVZ is shown since the 
theory gave approximately the same values of aC, for each configuration. 
The graphically determined area distributions and slopes for models A 
and B were so nearly the same that only a negligible effect of nacelle 
vertical displacement on the theoretical drag Was obtained. Also, for 
the comparison, the average drag rise of models C and D was used in an 
attempt to estimate the configuration drag rise at M = 1.2. Model C 
corresponds to the area distribution at ~3 cos fl = 0 for M = 1.2 as 
well as the normal area distribution at ..M = 1.0. Node1 D, or the average- 
area body, is also aa equivalent body at M = 1.2 (the value of $ cos fl 
for this case has not been determined). According to 'the supersonic area 
rule (ref. 1) the average drag rise of these bodies should give a rough 
approximation of the configuration drag rise. 

The results in figure 8 show that the cpnfiguration with the strut- 
mounted nacelles had s1gnlf1cantl.y more pressure drag (drag rise) than 
the equivalent-area models, as well as more .-than theory would predict, 
throughout the Mach number range. At Mach number 1.0; for instance, 
where models A, B, and C had identical nondimensional area distributiona, 
the drag rise of model A is about 26 percent higher than that from 
model B and 49 percent higher than that from model C. In a similar inves- 
tigation, reference 12, approximately the same discrepancy in Lu;'D was 
obtained between a sweptback-wing configuration with underwing stores and 
its equivalent-area model. Although models A and B had essentially the 
same area distributions throughout the Mach number range, a substantial 
difference in AC!D was obtained. This difference Is due to the 
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different nacelles and their interference with the wing and fuselage. 
It is evident that the equivalent-body concept, used in either the 
linearized area-rule theory or experiment, does not account for all 
the interference effects, especially local interference. The fairly 
good agreement in ACD for model B, the equivalent bodies, and the 

theory appears to be due to low interference drag bet-geen the compo- 
nents of the symmetrical configuration. By moving the nacelles from 
the underslung to the syxmnetrical position, the local interference 
between the nacelles and wing was reduced and the symmetrical fuse- 
lage indentation became more effective in canceling the interference 
pressures from the nacelles. 

It is of interest to compare the present M = 1.2 design with 
the M = 1.0 design of a similar configuration from reference 13. The 
referenced model had staggered individual nacelles, an equivalent body 
of fineness ratio 9.0, and a smaller volume for a given fuselage length 
than model A as is shown in figure 9. Also, the data obtained fram this 
reference were adjusted herein to account for the variation of skin fric- 
tion drag coefficient with Reynolds number (see fig. 4) through its Mach 
number range. A comparison of the drag rises md normal area distrlby- 
tions, on the basis of the transonic area rule of reference Ik, in fig- 
ure 9 shows that near M = 1.0 model A has the higher ED and a 
poorer area distribution. Near M = 1.2, the drag rise of model A and 
that of the model of reference 13 are equal. Also shown for comparison 
are the drag-rise test points and normal area distribution of a bomber- 
type airplane from reference 15. 

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the values of drag rise of the 
Siamese nacelles and their Mach number 1.0 equivalent body of revolution. 
The solid curve is the average (external) drag rise of the.Siamese 
nacelle models E and F. The drag rise of the equivalent body (model G) 
was 15 percent lower than aDN for the Siamese nacelles at M = 1.0 
and 10 percent lower at M = 1.2. Reference 16 shows approximately the 
same agreement between a sharp-lipped single nacelle and its equivalent 
body near Mach number 1.0. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For the present investigation, the area rule was used to design a 
model of a 600 delta-wing bomber with strut-mounted Siamese nacelles for 
a Mach number of 1.20 and to make predictions of the drag rise up to a 
Mach number of 1.4-O. The results show that the configuration drag rise 
was significantly higher than those from equivalent body tests and super- 
sonic area-rule theory throughout the Mach number range. The comparisons 
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and referenced data.m&e it evident that the equivalent-body conceptj used 
in either theory or experiment, may notaccount for all the interference 
effects, especially local interference. 

Near a Mach number of 1.2, the drag rise-of the present configuration 
was equal to that of a similar bomber with staggered kdividual nacelles, 
which W&E designed for a Mach number of 1.0. The drag rise wa6 somewhat 
higher at transoqic speeds. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., July ll, 1957. 
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. TABLX I.- ~OORD~A~S OF FUSELAGE (MOD&S A AND B) 

c Stations measured from body nose 1 

Station, 
in. 

0 
.lO 
.20 
*5o 

1.00 

3.00 5.00 
7.00 
9.00 

ll.00 
13.00 
15.00 
17.00 
19.00 
21.00 
23.00 
25.00 
27.00 
29.00 
31.00 
33.00 
35.00 
37.00 
39.00 
41.00 

g-:0" 47:oo 

49.00 
51.00 
53.00 
55.00 
57.00 
59.00 
60.00 

Ordinate, 
in. 

0 
.02l 
.042 
.103 
.a5 

:g 
1.317 
1.641 
1.942 
2.219 
2.474 
2.705 
2.870 
2.960 
2.980 
2.970 
2.890 
2.740 
2.520 
2.240 
2.050 
1.950 
1.900 
1.8go 
1.8go 
1.950 

'2.040 
2.090 
2.080 
2.005 
1.850 
1.682 
1.500 
1.400 

13 
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TABLE II.- COORDINATES OFNACA 65~004 AIRFOIL 

OF WINGS (MODELS A AND B) 

Etations measured from leading edge] 

Station, Ordinate, 
percent chord percent chord 

0 0 

:;5 
.3u 

1.25 :E 

::2 .656 .877 
7*5 1.062 

10.0 1.~6 
15.0 1.463 
20.0 1.649 
25.0 1.790 
30.0 1.894 

ZE 
45:o 

1.962 1.996 
1.9% 

g:: . 1.952 1.867 
60.0 1.742 
65.0 1.584 
70.0 1.400 
75-o 1.193 

80.0 85.0 :9,",; 
go.0 .490 
95.0 ,249 

100.0 .Oog 

L.-E. radius: 0.102 percent chord 
T.E. radius: 0.010 percent chord 

r 
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- 
TABLE III.- COORDINATES OF NACA 65AoO6 .AIRFOIL 

OF STRUTS (MODEL A) 

btations measured from leading edge] 

Station, Ordinate,. 
percent chord percent chord 

0 0 
:?5 -563 .464 

1.25 .718 

;:o' 
.g81. 

1.313 
7.5 l-591 

10.0 1.824 
15.0 2.194 
20.0 2.474 
25.0 2.687 
30.0 2.842 
E 2.945 

45:o 
2.9% 
2.992 

2:: 
Z-793 

6510 

2.602 2.925 

2.364 
70.0 2.087 

E 
l-775 

8510 1.437 1.083 
go.0 ,727 
95.0 -370 

100.0 .013 

L.E. radius: 0.229 percent chord 
T.E. radius: 0.014 percent chord 

15 
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TABU Iv.- COOFDINATES OF MACH NUMBEZ 1.0 EQUIV- BODY 

(MODEL 'c) OF WING-BOG-NACELLE-STRUT CONFIGURATIONS~ 

Btations measured from body nose] 

Station, 
in. 

0 
.017 
l o33 
.083 
,167 
:g 

1.167 
1.500 
1.834 
2.167 
2.500 

2.834 3.167 
3.501 
3.834.. 
4.168 

4.501 4.834 
5.168 
5.501. 
5.835 
6.168 

71168 2'zg 

Ordinate, 
in. 

0 
moo35 
.0070 
.0172 
.0342 
l .1615 0999 

l a-95 

-2735 

:g 
.4124 

:$iZ 
l 4930 

:g: 

:iE 
.6251 
.6251 

:,",'ii; 
.6451 

:2z 
7.501 
7.835 ::g: 

8.168 8.502 :;% 
8.835 .4584 
9.168 .3x)0 

10:000 ;-z;; 

-2717 

.2714 .2234 

%e ordinates have been adjusted to correct the 
body areas for tb.e cross-sectional area distribution 
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. TABLE V.- COORDINATES OF MACH NUMBER 1.2 AVERAGE EQUIVUENT 

BODY (MODEL D) OF WING-BODY-NACELL&STRU!T CONFIGTJRUIONSa 

Etations measured from body nose] 

Station, 
in. 

0 
.Ol? 
l o3j 
.083 
.167 
l WO 
-834 

1.167 
1.500 
1.834 
2.167 
2.500 
2.834 
3.167 
3.501. 
3.834 
4.168 
4.501 

;284 
::g: 
6:168 
6.501 
6.835 
7.168 
7*5ol 
7.835 
8.168 
8.502 
8.835 
9.168 

;*g; 
10:000 

Ordinate, 
in. 

0 
-0035 
.0070 
.0172 
.0342 
l 0999 

.1615 
l a95 

02735 

1%;; 
.4124 
l 45o9 
A.1858 

::ig 
.5668 
.5861 
.6013 

2% 

:Zg 
.6lg6 
.6og8 
l 5950 

-5753 
.5496 
05183 
.4794 

:gE 

: 2% 
.2545 

&The ordinates have been adjusted to correct the 
body areas for the cross-sectional area distribution 
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fI!Jmix VI.-’ COORDINATES OFDXJCTEDNACELL;EaOF THE 

WING-BODY-NACE-STRUT CONFIGURATION (MODEL A) 

ptations measured from nacelle nose] 

Station, Ordinate, 
in. in. 

0 
.250 
-500 
-750 
l 950 

1.150 
1.350 
1.550 
1.750 
2.150 
2.950 
3.750 

E;; 
15: 482 
16.122 
17.405 
18.687 
lg. 968 
20.610 
21.316 
22.250 

0.720 
l 747 

:g 
-833 
.&l 
.887 
.9u 

:;g 
1.074 
1.160 
1.206 
1.24-o 
1.250 

1.250 
1.249 
1.231 
1.2l3 
1*157 
1.077 

0971 
.g10 
.&54 
-720 

Inside diameter = 0.720 in. 

aCoordinates of the isolated nacelle models 
tested (models E, F, and H) are 0,.&g scale of 
those shown in the table. 
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TABLE vII.- COORDINATFS OFMACHNUMBEB 1.0 EQUIV~ 

BODY OF SIAMESE NACELLIZ (MODEL G) 

c Stations measured from nacelle nose 1 
Station, 

in. 

0 
.u2 
-225 

:g 
-517 
.a7 
.6w 

:;2 
1.146 

1.326 1.506 
1.685 
1.865 
1.916 
2.060 
2.204 
2.348 
2.455 

J 

Ordinate, 
in. 

0 
~26 
.184 

-229 .268 
-302 

:;g; 

22: 
.470 

:$L; 
l 579 

.608 

.615 

.631 

.642 

.64g 

.W 

6.382 i 

z-;:: 
:6% 

;:;g 0635 9645 

;:;g 
.6a 
.602 

81110 :$I; 
8.398 .510 
8.687 .466 
8.974. .4l6 

;2; 
-3% 

p-g 

9:775 

.270 l -352 319 

.192 
10.000 0 

19 
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TABLE VIII.- COORDINATES OF THE MACH NUMBER 1.0 

EQUIVALENT BODY OF THE SIAMESE NABELL;E-STRUT 

COMBINATION (MODEL B)& 

ptations measured from nacelle nose] 

Station, 
in. 

0’ 
-250 
l wo 
0750 

1.150 
1*7w 
2.750 

f';;: 
5:750 
6.750 
7.750 
8.750 
9.750 

10.750 
11.750 
12.750 
13.750 
14.750 
15.750 
16.750 
17.750 
18.7~ 
19.750 
20.750 
a.750 
22.250 
22.750 
23.680 

Ordinate, 
in. 

0 
.180 
'375 
-511 
A72 
.852 

1.091 
1.287 
1.425 
1.492 
1.520 

;z . 
1.655 
1.708 
1.j4g 
1.782 
1.803 
1.814 
1.795 
1.72L 
1.609 
1.462 
1.296 
1.100 

l 7= 
0320 
.264 

0 

%he ordinates h.ave been adjusted tc correct 
the body areas for the-cross-sectional area distri- 
bution of that pat of the wing covered by this 
equivalent body. 
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(a) Configurations with strut-muted Siamese nacelles. bbdel A. 

Figure l.- Details and dimeneions of mdels tested. 
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(b) Strut-mounted Simese nacelles. Model A. 

Figure l.- Continued. 



Yodel chcr*ct*r1mt1cm 

wing .apcat rmtio ................... 
Lamding saga mm.pbmk m@s, do& ........... 
Trailing ,dge ".ep mm@, da&. ............ 
Praa-strsm airroll of rin8(Tnble II). ..... .BACA 
Total hlg planform ma., .q P t ............ 
lllllg meaIl mwd~l0 0hOl-d. it ............ 
Fusllgs rronta1 am., aq rt. ............. 
Fuas1aga flnsns~s rut10 ................ 

Maoh number 1.0 WUiv~l~nt boar / 
ror SUrn#O naosne-ltrut aombinatlon. 

(Table VIII) 

Fuela@ ooord1nmt.s~ -(Table I) 

(c) Configuration with equivalent bodies for the struts and nacelles. Model B. 

. Figure l.- Continued.. 



la.00 

(a) Ma& n~~~&er 1.0 eqti-valent body for rmlele A dB. Model C. 

(e) Average eqtivalent bow for dels A and B at Mach nuder 1.2. 
ModelD. 

Figure l.- Continued. 



1 (f) Siamese nacelles. Models E and F. 

(g) Mach nmber 1.0 equivalent body for Siamese mceUes. Model G. 

Figure l.- Continued. 
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(h) Single nacelle. Model H. 

Figure 1.- Concluded. 
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(a) Areas at Mach number 1.0. 

(b) Average areas at Mach nmiber 1.2. 

Figure 2.- Area distributions of models tested. 
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Models E and F (total mom-sectional area) 

Model 0 (equivalent body) 

Models E and F (total arose-sectional 8~88 less inlet area) 
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(c) Area6 of Siamese nacelles at Mach mmiber 1.0. 

Figure 2.- Conc1ud.d. 

. 
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(a) Quarter-front view. Model A. 

. 

-.- -.- .” . _ 

(b) Close-up of nacelle installation. Model A. L-57-271-3 

Figure 3.- Photographs of models. 

. 
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.- - ---- ~__. :_ 

(c) Quaxter-front view. Model B. 

(d) Side view. bbdel B. -L-5+2714 

Figure 3.- Continued. 
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(e) Model C. ~-84640 

- .-_ 

--- .,- .- -_ _^ 
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- . - : _ .._ ..^ _-. 

(f) Model D. L-84642 

Figure 3:- Continued. 

. 
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(g> ModelE or F. 

.__.,_~..__ -..- .--.- ,--.. --. -_-.--- :. 

(h) Model G. 

./ _ . . . . -. ..i :.-- ---------- - -- 

(i) Model H. 

Figure 3.- Continued. 

L-57-2715 
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- -- 

(j) Model A and booster on launcher. L-92636 

Figure 3 .- Concluded. 
c 
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Figure $.- Variations of Reynolds number tith Mach number. Reymlds 
number based on me~g aerodpamic chord adjusted for model scale. 
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l @3 

.02 

cD 
.Ol 

0 
.7 .a .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

(a) Wing-body-struls-nacelles. Model A. 
003 

.02 

OD 
.Ol 

n 
-.7 .a 09 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

(b) Wing-body-equivalent skuts and nacelles. Model B. 

-.y .a -9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 
Y 

(c) Mach nmiber 1.0 equivalent body. Model C. 

.02 

cD .Ol 

n 
I? .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1;5 

Y 

(d) Mach number 1.2 average equivalent body. Model D. 

Figure 5.; Variations of total drag coefficient and friction drag coef- 
ficient with Mach nmiber for the wing-body-nacelle configurations. 
and their equivalent bodies of revolution. 
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l P 1.0 1;' 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

(a) Siamese nacelles. Mbdels E and F. 

.f 

.2 

"% 
.l 

0 
.a .p 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Y 

(b) Equivalent-body of Siamese nkelles. -Model G. 

(c) Single nacelle. Model H. 

Figure 6.- Variations of totai .drag, &teknal drag, ikern&. drag, fin 
dw3, and friction drag coefficients with Mach nmiber for the 
nacelle configurations tested. 
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cD 

Model A Model B 

.02 

.Ol 

0 
c .7 .t3 l Y 1.0 1.1 1.2 1*3 1.4 1.5 

M 

37 

Model E or F Model H 

Figure 7.- Comparison of total drag coefficients of the wing-body- 
nacelle configurations and the external &xg coefficients of the 
Siamese and single nacelles tested. 
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Figure 8.- Caaparison of the drag rise of the wing-body-nacelle conibim- 
*ions with the theoretic&L pressure drag and the drag rise of the 
equivalent bodies of revolution. 
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Kodsl A Rd. 13 Rd. 15 

(a) Drag rise. 

.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 

X 
L 

(b) Mach number 1.0 area distributions. 

Figure 9.- Comparisons of the drag rise and normal cross-sectional esea 
distributions of model A and -bwo boniber configurations from refer- 
ences 13 and 15. 
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Models E and F Model G 

Figure lO.- Comparison of the external drag rise of the Siamese 
nacelles and the drag rise of the Mach nuder 1.0 equivalent body of 
revolution of the Siamese mkelles. 
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